Visitor Address for event location:

Intel Deutschland GmbH
Lilienthalstraße 15
85579 Neubiberg
Germany

Reception: +49 89 89899 7117

Intel Deutschland is located southeast of Munich, close to the freeway. It can also be reached using public transportation.

Arriving by car:

In general we recommend public transportation or taxi, as we only have limited visitor parking.
Note: Parking on the road is up to max. 3 hours.

Coming from Munich City:

Go via Rosenheimer Straße on to the A8 (Munich-Salzburg freeway), take exit “Neubiberg”, turn left. Please follow the road St2368 to the traffic light and turn right and then directly left to Marktplatz. Afterward follow the Zwergstraße, Universitätstraße until you reach the Intel offices on the left side.

Coming from South/A8 Salzburg-München:

Stay on the A8 until exit “Neubiberg”, at the first traffic light turn right into the road St2368 until the next traffic light. Then turn right and then directly left to Marktplatz. Follow the Zwergstraße, Universitätstraße until you reach the Intel offices on the left side.
**Arriving from the Airport:**

We recommend taking the A99 to avoid Munich Center. Then go on to the A8 coming from the south towards Munich and follow the description above (coming from South/A8 Salzburg-München). At the Intel office, exit towards main building – visitor reception.

**Arriving by public transport:**

**By rail (Deutsche Bahn):**

Take the train to Munich main station (Hauptbahnhof) or, if available, to the station Munich East (Ostbahnhof) and change to the U-Bahn **U5** (heading to Neuperlach Süd) or S Bahn **S7** (heading to Kreuzstraße, Aying or Höhenkirchen-Siegertsbrunn). Please get off at the station **NEUPERLACH SÜD**.

**Finally take the bus:**

- Nr. 199 StadtBus (heading to “Neubiberg, Campeon West”) exit the bus at “Neubiberg, Lilienthalstraße”
- Nr. 217 Regionalbus (heading “Neuperlach Süd”) exit the bus at “Neubiberg, Lilienthalstraße”

**From the Airport:**

At Munich Airport, take the S8 (heading to Herrsching or Weßling) to Ostbahnhof and change to S7 (heading to Kreuzstraße, Aying or Höhenkirchen-Siegertsbrunn) or to U5 (heading to Neuperlach Süd) at Ostbahnhof. Please get off at the station **NEUPERLACH SÜD**.

**Finally take the bus:**

- Nr. 199 StadtBus (heading to “Neubiberg, Campeon West”) exit the bus at “Neubiberg, Lilienthalstraße”
- Nr. 217 Regionalbus (heading “Neuperlach Süd”) exit the bus at “Neubiberg, Lilienthalstraße”

**From the city:**

Coming from the city, take the U5 (heading to Neuperlach Süd) or S7 (heading to Kreuzstraße, Aying or Höhenkirchen-Siegertsbrunn).

Please get off at the station **NEUPERLACH SÜD**.

**Finally take the bus:**

- Nr. 199 StadtBus (heading to “Neubiberg, Campeon West”) exit the bus at “Neubiberg, Lilienthalstraße”
- Nr. 217 Regionalbus (heading “Neuperlach Süd”) exit the bus at “Neubiberg, Lilienthalstraße”
Get a map of all Munich S-Bahn and U-Bahn lines here.

The following service is also available: Check the MVV website for your best connection to Intel (Lilienthalstraße 15, Neubiberg) by Munich Public Transport.

**Taxi/Airport Transfers:**

**Airport transfer:**
Taxi-company24: Tel: +49 89 666 16 999
Single trip 65€; should reserve about 2 days prior to service required: info@taxi-company24.de

**Taxi from Airport/Munich city to event location:**
IsarFunk taxi services: Tel: +49 89 45 05 40
IsarFunk taxi services dispatch Munich airport: Tel.: +49 89 975-8 50 50

**Taxi From event location:**
Taxi-company24: Tel: +49 89 666 16999